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Abstract: The national seismic hazard maps for Japan (NSHMJ) are prepared to estimate strong motions caused by 

earthquakes that could occur in Japan in the future and show the estimated results on the maps. The hazard maps consist of 

two kinds of maps. One is a probabilistic seismic hazard map (PSHM) that shows the relation between seismic intensity value 

and its probability of exceedance within a certain time period. The other one is a scenario earthquake-shaking map (SESM).  

The 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake (Mw 9.0) was the largest event in the history of Japan. The 2016 Kumamoto 

earthquake sequence occurred on active faults where strong-motion evaluation was executed based on the long-term 

evaluation and strong-motion prediction method �Recipe� by the Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion, Japan. 

Based on lessons learned from these earthquake disasters, efforts to revise the seismic hazard assessment for Japan are 

progressing.  In order to promote the use of the national seismic hazard maps, we have developed an open web system to 

provide information interactively, and have named this system the Japan Seismic Hazard Information Station (J-SHIS). This 

J-SHIS system provides a web mapping system based on open source software that allows public users to easily view various 

data by Internet browsers. The system manages various data in an integrated manner, including detail information on seismic 

hazard and site amplification models with a 250m mesh resolution, and the deep subsurface velocity structure models. As a 

consequence of continuous NSHMJ in the 15-years sustainable mission, the national seismic risk assessment (NSRA) on 

building damage in Japan was conducted based on an accumulated result of NSHMJ. The NSRA results were significantly 

affected by building structure and building age. We constructed a sets of NSRA database in a mesh-base of 250m, consists of 

number of building, building structure with attributes, building age, and population accommodation. We then conducted 

NSRA for the whole of Japan. 
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1 National Seismic Hazard Maps for Japan 

 

The National Seismic Hazard Maps for Japan (NSHMJ) are prepared to estimate strong ground motions caused 

by earthquakes that could occur in Japan in the future and show the estimated results on the maps. The hazard 

maps consist of two kinds of maps. One is a Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Map (PSHM) that shows the relation 

between seismic intensity value and its probability of exceedance within a certain time period. The other one is a 

Scenario Earthquake Shaking Map (SESM). The first NSHMJ released by the Headquarters for Earthquake 

Research Promotion in 2005 (HERP 2005), and the following NSHMJ updated every year since then. 

Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) is a technique developed to estimate the ground motion level 

corresponding to a certain probability of exceedance (Cornell 1968). We developed PSHA to carry out PSHMJ 

with emphasis on consideration uncertainty in a given occurrence of earthquake and a given level of ground 

motion. In the PSHMs for Japan, the map that shows the probability of exceedance for a certain level of ground 

motion has been used as a typical map.  

In the seismic hazard assessment, we analyze the relationship between the following three parameters: the 

ground motion intensity that occurs in the future at a given site; the target period; and target probability. A brief 

outline of the procedure of seismic hazard analysis in preparation of the probabilistic seismic hazard maps is 

shown below.  

1. Model the earthquake activity around a target site according to the earthquake classification by the 

Earthquake Research Committee of HERP. 

2. For each modeled earthquake, evaluate its probability of earthquake magnitude, its probability of distance 

from a given target site, and its probability of earthquake occurrence. 

3. Select a probability model for estimating the ground-motion intensity for an earthquake of a given magnitude 

and distance. For each modeled earthquake, evaluate its probability of a ground motions intensity caused by 

that earthquake within the target period exceeding a certain value. We adopted a ground motion prediction 

equation (GMPE) (Si and Midorikawa 1999) for strong motion evaluation by following steps. First, derive a 
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peak velocity on engineering bedrock based on an GMPE using a shortest distance from a target site to a fault 

plane, then multiply the derived value by its site amplification factor to obtain the peak velocity, and finally 

use the relation between a peak velocity and the JMA instrumental seismic intensity to evaluate the seismic 

intensity on the ground surface. 

4. Repeat the operation above for each modeled earthquake, and sum up the results to obtain the probability of 

the intensity of the ground motions occurring within the target period exceeding a certain value by at least 

one degree of intensity, when all earthquakes are taken into consideration. 

In this manner, seismic hazard assessment is conducted for each site, and by fixing any two parameters of 

the ground motion intensity, period, and probability, the values of the remaining parameters are obtained. The 

probabilistic seismic hazard maps show the distribution of such values (Figure.1).  

The examples of probabilistic seismic hazard maps are maps of probabilities that JMA seismic intensity 

exceeds 5-, 5+, 6- and 6+ in 30 or 50 years, and maps of the JMA seismic intensity corresponding to the 

exceedance probability of 3% and 6% in 30 years and of 2%, 5%, 10% and 39% in 50 years. We classify 

earthquakes in and around Japan into three earthquake-categories such as the characteristic subduction zone 

earthquakes, other subduction zone earthquakes, and crustal earthquakes. PSHMs for the three earthquake-

categories are also individually evaluated. Both of peak velocities on the engineering bedrock and on ground 

surface are evaluated for sites with approximately 0.25km spacing in the basis of the 7.5-arc-second engineering 

geomorphologic classification database.  

 

  

Figure 1. Two kinds of probabilistic seismic hazard maps. The left is exceedance probability within 30 years for JMA 

seismic intensity 6- or more. The right is JMA seismic intensity for exceedance probability 3% within 30 years. 

 

In addition to the PSHMs, SESMs are also prepared for earthquakes with specified source faults. The 

SESMs are evaluated for approximately 500 scenario earthquakes of all major active faults in Japan. Selection of 

a specified scenario is essential to make a scenario earthquake shake map. The basic policy of the selection is 

that we choose the most probable case. We assume several cases of the characteristic source model and compare 

the results of them to show deviation of strong-motion evaluation due to uncertainties. For the scenario 

earthquake shaking maps, based on the source modeling for strong-motion evaluation we adopt a hybrid method 

to simulate waveforms on the engineering bedrock and peak ground velocity. The hybrid method aims to 

evaluate strong motions in a broadband frequency range and is a combination of a deterministic approach using 

numerical simulation methods, such as the finite difference method, for low frequency range and a stochastic 

approach using the empirical or stochastic Green�s function method for high frequency range. A lot of 

parameters on source characterization and modeling of velocity structure (Fujiwara et al. 2009a) are required for 

the hybrid method. The standardization of the setting parameters for the hybrid method has been studied. Under 

guidance of the Earthquake Research Committee of Japan, we have summarized the technical details on the 

hybrid method based on the �Recipe for strong-motion evaluation� (HERP 2009; Fujiwara et al. 2009b; Iwaki et 

al. 2016).  

Eceedance probability      JMA seismic intensity 
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In order to contribute to preparation of the NSHMJ, the National Research Institute for Earth Science and 

Disaster Resilience (NIED) launched a special project called the "National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project of 

Japan" in April 2001, and has made technical studies that contribute to preparation of seismic hazard maps, and 

has prepared maps. In NIED's second five-year period as well, it has implemented research that contributes to 

advancement of seismic hazard maps through research called "Strong Motion Prediction and Seismic Hazard 

Evaluation" (FY2006-FY2007) and the "Research Project on the Disaster Risk Information Platform" (FY2008-

FY2012).  

On 11 March 2011, we experienced the Great East Japan earthquake disaster caused by the 2011 Tohoku 

M=9 Earthquake. Responding to the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake, efforts are being made on improvement of the 

NSHMJ. We, as project staffs of the NIED, consider problems and issues to be resolved for seismic hazard 

assessment and make new proposals to improve probabilistic seismic hazard assessment for Japan (Fujiwara et al. 

2012; Fujiwara et al. 2015), based on the lessons learned from this earthquake disaster and experiences that we 

have engaged in the seismic hazard mapping project of Japan. The improved version of the NSHMJ was released 

by the Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion in 2014 (HERP 2014) and the NSHMJ have been 

updated every year since then.  

 

2 Japan Seismic Hazard Information Station, J-SHIS 

 

The NSHMJ constitute a comprehensive compilation of the products of the HERP for the seismic hazard 

assessment in Japan and include data required for mapping such as seismic activity models, seismic source fault 

models, and subsurface structure models and site amplification models. They contain an enormous amount of 

information. As a part of its studies on utilization of seismic hazard maps, we set up the Committee on 

Engineering Application of the NSHMJ to explore this issue. The Committee's report (2004) recommended that 

the seismic hazard maps should be considered as seismic hazard information sharing bases by regarding the 

maps as a group of information incorporating the underlying data used in the evaluation process, such as the 

seismic activity models, seismic source models, and subsurface structure models, rather than mere maps as final 

products. In order to put this recommendation into practice, we developed an online disclosure system for 

seismic hazard maps, and started its operation in May 2005 under the name �Japan Seismic Hazard Information 

Station (J-SHIS),� which was the name proposed in the report above. 

 

Figure 2. Top page of J-SHIS map. 

 

Combining with launching the operation of the J-SHIS, a remarkable era of information and technology 

progress emerged to distribute map data via the Internet. By incorporating such new technology, we developed a 

new J-SHIS system (http://www.jshis.bosai.go.jp) in July 2009 as shown in Figure 2. The new system managed 

various database in an integrated manner, including the new NSHMJ which consist of (1) PSHMS for the whole 

of Japan with a 250 m mesh resolution; (2) SESM based on detailed strong-motion prediction of earthquakes that 

occur on major active fault zones. This system supported by a fundamental infrastructure of the deep subsurface 

structure models and the surface geomorphological land classification models in a 250m mesh-base. The system 

is also capable of providing these data in a user-friendly manner by showing them over background maps. This 

new J-SHIS system is a web mapping system based on open-source software that allows public to easily view 

various data on their Internet browsers. The notable new functions are available include the following facts: (a) 

image-overlapping functions such as the layer transparency function between the seismic hazard maps and 

Google Maps; (b) a scroll function that allows users to move the maps in between and to zoom map in or out 

freely; (c) the seismic hazard map viewing function supporting a 250 m mesh resolution; (d) a detailed location 
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search function using addresses and postal codes, a function to display a seismic source fault on the browser; and  

(e) a function to display attribute values for each mesh element.  

After the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake, the needs of promoting to understand of seismic hazard assessment 

increased. We therefore added a new function to the J-SHIS in which originally developed as a Web-viewer for 

the NSHMJ.  Since October 2011 the renewed J-SHIS became suitable to a portal Website on the seismic hazard 

information for Japan. On the following update of year 2012, the J-SHIS Web Application Programming 

Interface (API) progressed for promoting widely utilizes J-SHIS data in interoperable system. Furthermore, 

applications on smart phones that utilizing J-SHIS data are newly published. Thus, J-SHIS functions are being 

developed as a basis of transmitting seismic hazard information for various needs and usages.  

 
3    Seismic Risk Assessment 

 

To understand national earthquake risk generally for a whole of Japan in a long-term view, we investigated the 

national overview of seismic risk assessment (SRA) method (Fujiwara et al. 2018) based on the 15 years 

sustainable of NSHMJ (HERP 2014). Seismic risk assessments elaborated the building damage and the human 

casualty. We also carried on two types of seismic risk assessment methods: probabilistic risk evaluation and 

scenario earthquake risk evaluation followed the respective NSHMs of probabilistic seismic hazard map (PSHM) 

and scenario earthquake shaking map (SESM). 

1. For developing the risk assessment method, we concentrated investigations on the contents as follows. In 

order to investigate the relationships of building damage function with the risk assessment, first we built a 

risk-assessment database nationwide with a grid of about 250m mesh-base for accommodate various data of 

the housing and land statistical survey and the census data, such as building structure types, building age 

classification and number of buildings.  

2. Using the database with a resolution of 250 m mesh, and estimated ground-motion distribution derived by 

spatial interpolation from the strong ground-motion observation records, we verified affectivities of the 

existed damage functions caused by the 15 recent earthquakes after the 1995 Kobe earthquake. We compared 

the predicted number of completely destroyed buildings and partially destroyed buildings with that of the 

actual damaged buildings due to a damage report of the Fire and Disaster Management Agency. We adjusted 

the actual damage observations to the building damage predictions by a combination of "wooden building 

(Nakajima and Okada 2008) and non-wooden building (Central Disaster Management Council 2012)�.  

Therefore, we settle up a damage function for the building damage prediction in the national overview of 

seismic risk assessment (SRA) method. 

3. The same as the building damage, we also verified the prediction accuracy of the existed human casualty 

functions from recent 15-earthquakes after the 1995 Kobe earthquake. Since a death rate for elderly people is 

high due to earthquake, we add a complement coefficient for calculation of an age-specific group death rate 

during the 1995 Kobe Earthquake and apply this coefficient to the existing damage function. As a result of 

the number of deaths, after we add the complement coefficient to the method of (Fukushima et al. 1997), the 

number of seriously injured people was relatively consistent with the actual damage (Central Disaster 

Prevention Council 2004). Therefore, we used the human casualty function as the national overview of 

earthquake risk assessment.  

4. We examined methodology to integrate a mesh-based damage prediction to obtain risk assessment for each 

municipality. Specifically, we investigated the relationship between seismic hazard and variation of damage, 

and summarized a regression formula to express the average damage rate and standard deviation from the 

average peak ground-velocity (PGV) and standard deviation. Using a mesh-based average value of damage 

rate and standard deviation, we also investigated a method of constructed risk curves in a municipality-base 

by consideration of the spatial correlation of earthquake ground motions. Based on the examined method, we 

then decided to carry out the national seismic risk assessment (NSRA) in a municipality-base. 

Utilized the NSHMJ (HERP 2014), we conducted NSRA project out with a start point from January 1, 2015. 

The assessment results are summarized as follows.  

1. We set up a nationwide database of Population and Building in 250 m mesh-based for use in seismic risk 

assessment. A database of population distribution variation by time was constructed by considering a 

movement of staying different buildings based on a model of daily social life. Regarding a database of the 

building distribution, we constructed a sets of data based on the number of buildings with attributes of 

building structure, building age classification, and as well as building replacement prices. As a result, the 

number of buildings subject to risk assessment summarized to about 49.90 million in a nationwide, building 

replacement prices estimated at about 2,530 trillion yen, and average number of people staying in building 

per week estimated to be about 120 million people. 

2. Based on the NSHM assessment information, a mesh-based probabilistic risk assessment was performed for 

building damage and human casualty. The completely destroyed buildings expected approximate 576,000 

buildings (the completely destroyed rate 1.15%) based on an average case of NSHM within 30 years. The 
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expected value of building loss was about 44.7 trillion yen (loss rate 1.76%), the death toll estimated value 

estimated to be about 8,400 people (death rate 0.007%). From a prefecture�s point of view in a 30-year 

expectation, the worst prefecture both in building damage and human casualty belongs to the Shizuoka 

prefecture, and the lightest damages come to the Tottori prefecture and the Shimane prefecture. These results 

concluded that the Nankai Trough earthquake has the most significant influence on the earthquake risk threat 

from the whole country in Japan. Moreover, the shape of the risk curve varies from region to region. While 

the location near to seismogenic region of the Nankai Trough earthquake, its risk curve shows a high damage 

probability from the high occurrence probability. However, in a vicinity of active fault that potential 

influence is large, its damage-rate is greatly dominant at a low frequency. All of these indicate shape of risk 

curve differs depending on the risks holding.  

3. From the probabilistic risk assessment point of view in municipality base, the high probability of 26% in 30 

years resulted in large damage distribution along the Tokai region to the Shikoku region. However, the lower 

probability areas if paying attention to, in a vicinity of active-fault with relatively high probability of 

occurrence can be confirmed, such as the Itoigawa-Shizuoka structural line, and the Uemachi fault. 

4. Using the strong ground-motion distribution for the specified earthquake fault based on the detailed method 

of the NSHM map, we evaluated the 189 active-faults in nationwide, about 655 cases, of risk of building 

damage and human casualty. As a result, a summary number of the completely destroyed buildings were less 

than 10,000, equivalent about a fewer than 70% in the total of buildings. There were five active-faults in 

Japan that each one could cause more than 200,000 of the completely destroyed buildings. All of the five 

active-faults located around Osaka. The building loss, economic damage, and human casualty also had 

almost similar tendency to that of the completely destroyed buildings. 

5. Simple method was applied to individual earthquake-source models of NSHM to derive a hazard curve under 

the condition of an earthquake occurred. Furthermore, the expected value of building damage and human 

casualty was calculated. In the case of the Tohoku-type (East Japan Pacific offshore) earthquake, the number 

of the completely destroyed buildings estimated about 150,000, the building loss about 14 trillion yen, and 

the death toll was about 1,400 people. In the case of the Nankai Trough Earthquake (Mw 9.1), the damage 

was estimated that the number of the completely destroyed buildings was about 940,000, the building loss 

was about 42 trillion yen, and the number of deaths was about 13,000 people. 

6. A seismic activity model authorized by HERP was utilized to investigate a methodology of selecting an 

assumed earthquake using discrimination analysis from both aspects of impact level and urgency of the 

municipalities. As a result of the trial and error calculation, we have selected two kinds of potential risk 

regions corresponding to the earthquake risk features of both of an affected degree and urgency. The one is 

the Nankai Trough earthquake as a type of earthquake with a large-scale earthquake magnitude and a highly 

urgency, and the another one is a type of earthquake located on the major active fault and in-land area. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. WEB System for utilization of Seismic Risk Information. 

 

4    Development of Sharing System of Seismic Risk Information 

 

We have carried on a national project that outlining the whole of Japan for the national seismic risk assessment 

in a long-term and nationwide area based on the 15 years sustainable mission of NSHMJ. This NSRM 

information is planned, and under developed, to release through a WEB system like J-SHIS. We promoted 

sharing and utilization Earthquake Hazard and Risk information, and expected the various earthquake 

countermeasures in different municipalities to be progress (Figure 3). 
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5    Conclusion 

 

We have been conducting seismic hazard assessment for Japan under the guidance of the HERPJ and have made 

the NSHMJ. The Maps incorporate the results on long-term evaluation of earthquakes around Japan and the 

evaluation of strong ground motion for those earthquakes. The NSHMJ and various databases have been 

developed for creating them have been playing a role as an information base on seismic hazard of Japan. As a 

consequence of continuous NSHMJ in the 15-years sustainable mission, the national seismic risk assessment 

(NSRA) on building damage in Japan was conducted based on an accumulated result of NSHMJ. 
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